Leading U.S.
Telecommunications
Provider Enhances Security
Posture While Reducing
Tool Costs by 75 Percent
with Gigamon

For us, the Gigamon solution was an absolute necessity in
securing our infrastructure and containing costs.”
NETWORK PLANNER

Leading telecommunications provider
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Gigamon Visibility and Analytics
Fabric™ with:
+ GigaVUE-HC2 Series visibility
nodes with Inline Bypass
+ GigaVUE TA Series edge traffic
aggregation nodes
®
GigaSMART
traffic intelligence
+
modules with NetFlow/Metadata
Generation
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+
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Needed complete visibility of
traffic throughout network
Required NetFlow generation
for uncovering security risks
and to facilitate SecOps triage
Needed advanced session
filtering to future-proof the
network infrastructure for
subsequent tool additions
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Decreased tool costs by
75 percent
Simplified infrastructure by
reducing 24 DDoS tools to six
Gained the ability to deploy
multiple security tools inline
Customized negative
heartbeat to determine
proper tool performance

SECURITY AND VISIBILITY INTO
ENTIRE NETWORK
When a leading U.S. telecommunications provider
began to redesign its network infrastructure from
the ground up, its first thought was security.
“Security should never be an afterthought,” said
one of the company’s network planners, who is
responsible for network tapping and security tool
optimization. “For us, good security starts with
having complete visibility into our network traffic
and so, we knew we needed a solution that would
allow us to see all traffic across the network.”
The company’s top priority was finding a solution
that could support NetFlow generation, especially
to help the security operations (SecOps) team
with triage in the event of an attack. In addition,
the network operations (NetOps) team wanted a
solution that offered advanced session filtering
capabilities to help future-proof the infrastructure
for subsequent requirements or tool additions.

“My team was excited about the concept of a
customized negative heartbeat, and Gigamon
was the only vendor to help us create this for our
distributed denial of services (DDoS) devices,”
said the network planner. “In conjunction with the
regular heartbeat, we are now able to send our
DDoS tools a negative heartbeat packet that they
should drop. If this packet is returned – or in fact, if
the tools respond to that physical-layer heartbeat at
all – we know the tools are not functioning properly
or consuming the necessary traffic, allowing us to
troubleshoot quickly to mitigate security risks.”

SECURED INFRASTRUCTURE AND
COSTS CONTAINED
“If you’re in the process of building or upgrading a
network, you need to ensure visibility into network
traffic to help prevent attacks and ensure proper
network operations. So, before you do anything else,
get Gigamon – and get the access to and control of
data you need,” said the network planner. “For us,
the Gigamon solution was an absolute necessity in
securing our infrastructure and containing costs.”

GIGAMON SOLUTIONS A PERFECT MATCH
“We’re like family, NetOps and SecOps, and we
work collectively to determine the optimal solutions
for the best overall architecture,” said the network
planner. “You could say I learned about Gigamon
through osmosis. The security team I used to
belong to has a trusted relationship with Gigamon
and had successfully rolled out Gigamon solutions
to help with intrusion detection in our video hub
offices. By all accounts, Gigamon seemed like a
perfect match for our network upgrade.”
While the company looked at several vendors,
it found that only Gigamon could support the
requisite NetFlow generation capabilities with its
GigaSECURE® Security Delivery Platform. Moreover,
GigaSECURE offers additional traffic intelligence
features like Application Session Filtering – to
improve tool efficiency and limit performance
degradation, and Inline Bypass – to maximize
network and security resiliency by detecting
failure of an active tool and redirecting traffic to a
standby tool.
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Today, the GigaVUE-HC2® Series sits inline between
the provider networks and the underlying compute
and storage architecture. All traffic passes through
the GigaVUE-HC2, where it can be redirected to the
company’s DDoS tool. After scrubbing malicious
packets, the DDoS tool then sends sanitized traffic
to an opensource cloud platform. Thus far, the
company has been able to decrease the number
of DDoS security appliances and reduce costs by
75 percent.
“While our most immediate requirement was to
support SecOps – and feed the right traffic to the
right security monitoring tools – we realized that
with GigaVUE-HC2 sitting on the network, we could
also provide other service assurance and operations
teams with visibility into network traffic,” said the
network planner. “In the future, we hope to see
even greater efficiency gains thanks to the
Gigamon solution.”
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ABOUT GIGAMON
Gigamon is the first company to deliver
unified network visibility and analytics on all
data-in-transit, from raw packets to apps, across
physical, virtual and cloud infrastructure. We
aggregate, transform and analyze network traffic
to solve for critical performance and security needs,
including rapid threat detection and response,
freeing your organization to drive digital innovation.
In short, we enable you to run fast, stay secure
and innovate. Gigamon has been awarded over 75
technology patents and enjoys industry-leading
customer satisfaction with more than 3,000
organizations, including 80 percent of the Fortune
100. Headquartered in Silicon Valley, Gigamon
operates globally. For the full story on how Gigamon
can help you, please visit www.gigamon.com.
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